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Chairman Reed, Ranking Member Inhofe, distinguished Senators, thank you for having me
today to discuss this central question facing American foreign policy. My remarks today will address
China’s approach, under Xi Jinping, to what the party-state terms “national security” -- a concept that
has profoundly changed the face of repression and internal security inside China, as well as China’s
security policies abroad.1
In the United States, national security is largely a matter of foreign policy, while homeland
security deals with internal threats and challenges. By contrast, China’s concept of national security
gives a prominent role to internal threats, often frames external threats through their ability to impact
internal regime stability, and employs a wide array of non-military tools to secure the party-state both
within and without. China’s new national security strategy also calls on China to become more
proactive in preventing threats from emerging at all, which explains much of the PRC’s recent, more
proactive, and more repressive behavior at home and abroad. Much of the behavior we are discussing
today is the result of a grand strategy aimed fundamentally at protecting the internal regime security
of the Chinese Communist Party.
Xi Jinping’s Approach to National Security
Xi Jinping’s approach to security -- both domestic security and foreign security policy -- has
emerged as a defining feature of his leadership. Most commonly, when Chinese sources talk about
these questions, they use the term “national security” (国家安全, guojia anquan). Xi’s mark on security
policy began to emerge most clearly in April 2014, when he presented something called the 总体国家
安全观 (zongti guojia anquanguan) -- translated by Chinese sources as the “Comprehensive National
Security Concept” -- and launched a new party organization called the Central National Security
Commission, designed to oversee the new concept’s implementation across the party-state.2 Then,
in January 2015, the Politburo approved China’s first-ever national security strategy.3 That strategy has
not been publicly released, but appears from official media summaries to reflect the principles outlined
in Xi’s earlier speeches. Commentators acknowledged at the time that it was “a new thing for China,”
describing it as “an important theoretical innovation” and a step towards “a national security theory
with Chinese characteristics.”4 Xi Jinping has written or said enough about his thinking on national
security that in 2018, a book-length collection of these pieces was published.5
Remarks are based on Sheena Chestnut Greitens, Preventive Repression: Internal Security and Chinese Grand
Strategy under Xi Jinping (draft book manuscript).
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Many American analysts initially expected that the Central National Security Commission
(CNSC) might look more like the United States’ National Security Council, which focuses on foreign
policy. That turned out to be wrong for several reasons.
First, China’s conception of “national security” has a much more prominent role for internal
security risks and threats. According to Chinese sources, the “center of gravity” for national security
work is explicitly internal.6 Most CNSC meetings have involved internal matters, such as Xinjiang and
the implications of the pandemic for social stability in China. Chinese strategic thought has a long
history of seeing internal and external security as interconnected, as indicated by the phrase nei luan
wai huan, 内乱外患, which can be translated as “internal disorder and external disaster,” with the
implication that the former invites the latter. Contemporary Chinese sources, however, differentiate
Xi’s focus on internal, non-traditional and emergent threats from past leaders’ primary focus on
traditional external security questions.7
In the new strategy, external threats are often refracted through the prism of how they will
affect social stability and the party’s “political security” at home. As one commenter puts it, “internal
and external influences on national security frequently interact, and often go so far as to produce
linked effects.”8 Moreover, many of the tools that the strategy deploys to address these threats are
tools traditionally associated with internal security and with China’s domestic security apparatus (the
political-legal system, 政法系统), rather than the military or national security tools that the United
States is accustomed to thinking of in conversations about national security. The United States must
prepare for a competition, therefore, that takes place on those terms.
Second, at the most basic level, the objective is to preserve the leadership role of the Chinese
Communist Party and of Xi himself. Xi Jinping has called political security the “lifeblood” of national
security, and political security is defined as “safeguard[ing] the party’s leadership, the socialist system,
and the authority of the Central Committee with Xi Jinping as the core.”9 In fact, a good way to
translate the name of the concept would be “comprehensive state security concept,” since the term is
the same as the one in the name of the Ministry of State Security, which handles political policing in
the PRC. Regardless of one’s choice of translation, Chinese sources make clear that the core goal is
regime protection. Among other implications, this could significantly complicate the task of
reassurance in US-China relations; the United States can and should address China’s legitimate
interests, but cannot and should not be in the business of guaranteeing or reassuring the Chinese
Communist Party of its hold on political power.
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Third, threats are not just threats of physical harm to China’s material interests; they also
include threats of ideological contamination within the Chinese body politic.10 Chinese scholars have
written about “ideological security” and the need for mechanisms for early detection of ideological
threats.11 This definition of threat dates back, in part, to the CCP’s attempts to analyze the fall of the
Soviet Union; Xi Jinping appears to believe that the lack of ideological fidelity; corruption from within;
mismanagement of ethnic affairs; and insufficient control over the coercive apparatus were among the
principal factors that doomed Soviet communism,12 and sources consistently exhort China to avoid
destabilizing “color revolutions.” 13 The comprehensive national security concept is an attempt to
address these threats to party rule in the ideological as well as the material realm.
Fourth, the framing of “security” under the new concept is very broad. 14 Xi’s original
formulation lists 11 types of security that fall under the comprehensive national security concept:
political, territorial, military, economic, cultural, social, science and technological, information,
ecological, financial and nuclear. Other articles sometimes fit ideological security (described as a hybrid
between political and cultural security) and health security into the framework. This breadth means
that almost anything can be considered a security threat, and/or addressed via the national security
tools that China is developing; it explains much of the securitization of domestic and foreign policy
that we have seen in the last few years.
Fifth, the worldview reflected in the comprehensive national security concept pairs
opportunities and threats in dialectical fashion. The phrase “changes in the world unseen in a century”
(世界百年未有之大变局) appears frequently, especially since 2017, and indicates a pair of ideas: that
China is indeed approaching the center of the world stage & the goal of national rejuvenation, and that
risks and threats become greater as that happens.15 Thus Chinese sources rarely speak only of increased
opportunity; that side of the concept is almost always paired with a corresponding increase in risk,
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uncertainty, instability and danger.16 Without this pairing, it can be hard to understand why the party
leading a country that has grown so powerful seems to view itself as so strangely insecure.
The answer to the dilemma that China faces as the result of these changes, according to the
new security concept, is for the party-state to become more proactive and preventive in its approach
to all potential threats. Many of the metaphors in official discourse are medical: political threats are
described as “viruses” or “tumors,” and senior leaders speak of the need to “immunize” the Chinese
body politic against politically problematic thinking that could lead to threatening or destabilizing
behavior.17 As a result, China has moved away from the language of “stability maintenance” as well as
of “hide and bide” (韬光养晦, tao guang yang hui). Instead, we now hear a political discourse centered
on “prevention and control” (防控, fangkong), which aims to address potential security risks to the
party before they ever emerge.18 Official directives since 2015 have discussed the party-state’s goal of
constructing a “multi-dimensional information-based prevention and control system for public-social
security” (创新立体化信息化社会治安防控体系).19
How The Comprehensive National Security Concept Shapes China’s Behavior
The comprehensive national security concept is not mere rhetoric. Adoption of the concept,
the new national security strategy, and the party-state’s enhanced focus on prevention and control of
political-security threats explain many steps China has taken since 2013 -- steps that might otherwise
appear disconnected and unrelated.20
To implement a strategy that views internal and external security threats as deeply
interconnected, Xi has reorganized both the military and domestic security forces, and consolidated
and elevated the discipline and supervision apparatus to ensure tighter party control.21 As with the
creation of the Central National Security Commission, these structural and organizational changes are
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explicitly justified by pointing to the inadequacy of China’s old bureaucratic structures to deal with
today’s more complex and threatening security environment.22
The National People’s Congress has passed or amended almost twenty pieces of security
legislation that give the party-state enhanced power to deal with both internal and external challenges.23
The Hong Kong National Security Law passed in summer 2020, which asserts significant
extraterritorial authority over individuals and companies, is the latest of these laws24 -- but others have
tackled intelligence, counterterrorism, cybersecurity, and other cross-border and non-traditional
threats. Moreover, because of the national security concept’s emphasis on the intertwining of external
and internal threats, members of the Chinese diaspora, including ethnic minority groups, have become
particularly vulnerable under this new framework to monitoring, surveillance, “relational” and other
forms of repression, even when they are outside the borders of the PRC.25 These new legal tools have
troubling implications on a number of fronts, including for higher education. Students come to
American classrooms from around the world to study in an environment characterized by free and
open intellectual inquiry and pluralistic debate. Laws that seek to apply China’s political security
standards to members of our educational communities, and to regulate them through the CCP’s
corporatist organization and practices, pose a risk to these basic American and democratic values.26
Local and provincial budgets for domestic security spending have increased substantially. As
media reports have noted, under Xi Jinping this spending began to exceed China’s (also-rapidlygrowing) expenditures on the military and national defense. 27 Much of the increase has been for
surveillance technology and data integration tools to facilitate the aim of early warning and “prevention
and control,” augmenting the party-state’s repressive capacity at the grassroots level. 28 The
operationalization of these systems was probably accelerated by the pandemic; the term “prevention
and control” has a dual discursive history in both public health and public security (appearing, for
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example, in the full name of the Chinese Center for Disease Control and Prevention). 29 China’s
response to the COVID-19 pandemic depended a lot on broader surveillance and security
infrastructure that the party had already been developing for social control. Tools like grid
management, which divides cities into grid areas and assigns teams to collect data to monitor them,
were used to enforce lockdowns, conduct health surveillance, and provide services to quarantined
residents, as were big-data platforms that could be used for predictive and “intelligence-led” or
“informatized” policing.30
China’s surveillance build-up has had not only a domestic impact but a global one, as these
platforms had been exported to at least 80 countries as of 2019.31 It is possible that the pandemic will
enable Chinese-style health surveillance to become more normalized, especially in places where
vaccination lags and leaders are desperate for public health solution; Chinese researchers have, in
published work, praised the efficacy of some of these tools for pandemic “prevention and control.”32
The United States needs to address China’s efforts to shape the global governance of surveillance
technology to ensure that international frameworks protect democracy and basic human rights and
freedoms.
Xi’s anti-corruption campaigns, which have particularly targeted the military and the politicallegal system, are part of the broader effort to consolidate and protect political security, because they
seek to ensure that corruption does not erode the party’s “ruling foundation” at the grassroots, or
make its personnel vulnerable to bribery and compromise by outside intelligence agencies. 33 The
national security dimension of the anti-corruption campaign, along with the more general idea that
external developments can generate or increase instability at home, has led to a notable increase in the
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international activities of Chinese law enforcement, and to attempts by the PRC to reshape global law
enforcement and policing practices toward compatibility with the CCP’s preferred approaches.34
China’s new “national security” approach has also produced significant changes in specific
regions and policies -- most notably in Xinjiang, where the CCP has escalated a campaign of collective
repression against the Uyghur Muslim population.35 In fact, counterterrorism played a prominent role
in Xi Jinping’s earliest discussions of the comprehensive national security concept, in April 2014.36
One way to understand the escalation that began in spring 2017 is to see it as motivated not only by
domestic factors, but also by China’s heightened sensitivity to the potential for small changes in the
external environment to heighten the risk of internal destabilization, as the comprehensive national
security strategy urged.37 In this case, Chinese leaders appear to have focused on a perceived need to
prevent terrorism from diffusing back into China via radicalized transnational Uyghur networks and
links (however tenuous) to terrorist groups in Southeast Asia, Syria and the broader Middle East.38
This is one variant of the internal-external security nexus that Xi’s comprehensive concept called on
officials to scrutinize and address. Combined with the preventive logic of “immunization,” this
framework has produced the sharp escalation in collective repression and grossly disproportionate
violations of civil, political and other human rights that the world has witnessed in Xinjiang.
Implications for the United States
The comprehensive national security concept and national security strategy promulgated in
2014-15 by Xi Jinping and the Chinese leadership gives a prominent role to internal threats, particularly
to the political security of the Chinese Communist Party. Much of the behavior we observe is the
result of a grand strategy that is essentially a state security strategy, aimed fundamentally at protecting
the internal regime security of the CCP. The requirement that the party-state take on a more proactive
role in “prevention and control” of threats to that security, explains much of the PRC’s more assertive
and repressive behavior of late.
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Let me conclude by offering four implications of this framework for the United States and its
relations with the People’s Republic of China.
First, because the end or objective of the strategy is internal security, and the national security
concept sees internal and external security as so closely connected, many of the tools that China
emphasizes in pursuing its objectives are non-military ones -- including some that project techniques
of internal control outward, beyond state borders. This means that while military power remains
important for Sino-U.S. competition, the United States must also understand, predict, and be able to
address the use of this broader toolkit.
Second, the strategy’s emphasis on regime security may complicate the task of reassurance in
US-China relations.39 The US must address China’s legitimate interests, and might state a negative -that it does not actively seek to topple the CCP -- but it cannot and should not be in the business of
assuring the CCP of its perpetual hold on political power.
Third, the United States must address China’s efforts to shape global governance of
surveillance technology, to ensure that international frameworks protect democracy & basic human
rights and freedoms. The same is true of China’s increasing involvement in global law enforcement
cooperation and global security governance.
Fourth, the national security concept’s interlinking of internal and external security puts
increased stress on Chinese diaspora populations worldwide, because diasporas are inherently
transnational. This stress manifests in policy challenges such as talent programs and illicit tech transfer,
extraterritorial surveillance of ethnic minorities and activists, & concerns about the role of
organizations like Chinese Student and Scholar Associations (CSSAs) on American campuses. It is
entirely possible to address these challenges in ways that avoid racism and focus on the core problem
-- the party-state’s extension of its internal structures and practices abroad -- but only if we correctly
diagnose the problem in the first place.
I thank you for your time and attention today, and look forward to your questions.
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